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ABSTRACT
Rehabilitation following hip arthroscopy for femoroacetabular impingement (FAI) and labral-chondral dysfunction has evolved rapidly over the past 15 years. There have been multiple commentaries published on
rehabilitation following hip arthroscopy without any published standardized objective criteria to address the
advancement of the athlete through the phases of rehabilitation. The purpose of this clinical commentary is
to describe a criteria driven algorithm for safe integration and return to sport rehabilitation following hip
arthroscopy. The criteria based program allows for individuality of the athlete while providing guidance
from early post-operative phases through late return to sport phases of rehabilitation. Emphasis is placed on
the minimum criteria to advance including healing restraints, patient reported outcomes, range of motion,
core and hip stability, postural control, symmetry with functional tasks and gait, strength, power, endurance, agility, and sport-specific tasks. Evidence to support the criteria will be offered as available. Despite
limitations, this clinical commentary will offer a guideline for safe return to sport for the athlete while
identifying areas for further investigation.
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INTRODUCTION
Despite a slight downward trend in youth participation of the four most popular U.S. team sports from
2008-2012 and increasing high school sport participation, health and wellness awareness is a reason for
an increasing athletic population. This population
includes anyone with goals to return to participation at any level of organized or recreational sporting
activity. In the absence of arthritis, acetabular labral
tears and femoroacetabular impingement (FAI) has
received significant attention as a potential etiology of
hip pain in this athletic population.1-3 Advancements
in diagnostic imaging and understanding of the hip
clinical examination have lead to more definitive diagnoses of FAI and labral pathology as a source of nonarthritic hip pain than in the past.4-7 The evolution of
surgical instruments and techniques utilized to correct
labral pathology and FAI has led to improved patient
outcomes, and arthroscopic intervention outcomes
are similar to open techniques which has historically
been considered the gold standard for treatment of
these disorders.1,8-12 Hunt et al found conservative
treatment in non-arthritic hip pain patients with high
levels of pre-operative function was less successful
than surgery.13 In this study, the more active a subject
was, the more likely they chose to undergo surgery
and those subjects who were more active prior to surgery tended to have better outcomes.13
Positive outcomes occur following hip arthroscopy
to correct FAI and labral pathology given the appropriate rehabilitation.9,10,12-18 Post-operative rehabilitation following hip arthroscopy has been described in
clinical commentaries and case reports or series.9,18-29
Most authors describe the rehabilitation process by
the utilization of a phased program. While the majority of programs describe four-phases, three and fivephase programs are also described.23,26 The initial
phase is consistently time based and dependent
on the procedures performed, with the subsequent
phases described as individualized and criteria
driven. Progression through each phase must address
certain goals, be based on objective criteria, and follow certain precautions. The specific goals of each of
the phases were described by several authors23,24 and
only a few also included objective criteria in order to
advance through the phases.18-20,22,26,29 To the authors’
knowledge, no paper has emphasized, focused on,
or described in detail an objective, evidence-based

and criteria-based progression through all phases of
rehabilitation to return to sport.
Rehabilitation protocols provided in the current literature describe broad transitional periods during
the rehabilitation process. These transitional periods
include the elimination of the early post-operative
precautions, changes in weight-bearing restrictions,
increasing activities of daily living (ADLs), walking distance and speed; changes from endurance to
power to agilities; single to tri-planar and functional
exercises; and sport specific progressions including
running, skating, throwing, hitting, and kicking.
Complications or delays in the rehabilitation process
tend to occur during transitional periods.24 Tendonitis of
the hip flexor or adductors, joint edema and irritation,
soft tissue imbalance and faulty movement patterns,
and low back or sacral-iliac pain are common rehabilitation complications.9,24 These complications may be
failure of the patient or therapist to follow precautions
or prescribed treatments; but have also been found to
be the result of unintentionally overloading the joint
and soft tissues during these transitional periods.
It is critical to monitor the amount and type of loads
that are applied to the joint during the transitional
periods. In order to determine whether the joint and
soft tissues can sustain the loads being applied it is
crucial to have subjective and objective criteria for
the athlete’s readiness to progress and the rehabilitation specialist’s ability to safely guide the rehabilitation. The athletically active population is already
predisposed to joint overloading by their eagerness
to return to sport. Consequently, the goal of this clinical commentary is to offer an objective, evidencebased, criteria based progression through all critical
transitional stages from surgery to return to sport.
The traditional phases of rehabilitation as described
in literature will not be utilized in this commentary.
Instead the authors will describe the transitional
periods during the rehabilitation process that should
require minimal criteria to advance. The rehabilitation specialist has the ability to utilize these criteria
within the framework of their three-, four-, or fivephased program.
The stages the authors will describe include immediate post-surgical rehabilitation (traditionally phase 1);
the transition to sub-acute rehabilitation and normal-
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ization of gait and ADLs (traditionally phase 2); and
the transition to the return to sport stages with multiple levels (traditionally phase 3, phases 3-4, or phases
3-5). The goals of each stage are briefly described followed by the minimal criteria to advance.
Immediate post-operative rehabilitation
Stage 1: Starts immediately from the operating room
until the first transition occurs when physician and

procedure guided timelines allow. Goals: The overall goal is to address articular and soft tissue deficits
expected immediately following surgery. Specific
goals include: (1) Protection of healing tissues, (2)
reduction of pain and inflammation, (3) reducing
the risks of scar adhesions, (4) restoring passive and
active ranges of motion (ROM) within the prescribed
guidelines and (5) re-establishing proper neuromuscular firing patterns during single-planar movements.

Figure 1. Flowchart to illustrate the stages of the rehabilitation process and the minimal criteria for progression throughout the
stages.
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Elimination of post-surgical swelling and inflammation contributes to decreased pain, increased ROM,
and reduced muscle guarding and inhibition while
increased mobility reduces the risks of scar adhesions.30 Faulty motor control and muscular imbalances of the lumbo-pelvic-hip region reduces stability
and can create shearing forces detrimental to proper
healing of the repaired tissue especially during the
transition to weight-bearing activities.31
Stage 1 Criteria to Advance: Proper assessment of
the joint, soft tissues, and motor control is achieved
utilizing: (1) basic science healing time recommendations, (2) verbal 11-point pain scale < 3, (3) circumferential measures within 1cm uninvolved side, (4)
passive ROM 90% WNL except extension to be equal
to 10 degrees, external rotation 15 degrees, flexion
110 degrees, (5) correct performance of 10 prone hip
extension tests, 10 active hip abduction tests, and 10
level II Sahrmann abdominal exercises.
Rationale and Descriptions for Stage 1 Criteria:
Timelines for specific ROM restrictions and weightbearing precautions are extremely variable in the
literature, due to physician preference and surgical
procedure. It is beyond the scope of this commentary
to provide all reported timelines; however, the authors
feel it is imperative to follow all precautions provided
by the surgeon before transitioning to Stage 2. Of
importance when considering timelines, arthroscopically repaired labrums in the ovine model may take
up to 12 weeks without immobilization to adequately
heal.32 Controlled stresses within and surrounding the
hip joint prevent shortening of developing scar tissue
and forces applied ensure appropriate fiber alignment
and strength.33 These forces applied need to be controlled to prevent re-injury, an abnormal inflammatory response, and resultant joint edema. Increased
edema decreases activation firing of the gluteal muscles,34 which is essential for proper stabilization and
propulsion during human locomotion.
The verbal 11-point pain scale is a reliable measure
used to quantify pain levels.35 The verbal 11-point scale
was chosen due to its sensitivity to detect change and
as a more user-friendly pain assessment tool than the
VAS during the immediate post-operative period.35,36
A score of one to four represents mild pain or distress
and should not provoke muscular inhibition due to
pain.37 The authors’ therefore recommend a score of

3 or less. It is not uncommon for the athlete to report
mild complaints of discomfort from extra-articular
symptoms, muscle soreness or a pinching sensation
when progressing to Stage 2.
Inflammation increases the risks of arthrogenic neuromuscular inhibition that produces selective inhibition of the extensor musculature complemented by
flexor musculature hyper-activation in the knee.38
Freeman et al. showed hip joint effusion is a significant contributor to gluteal inhibition in the hip.34
The gluteal muscle group is critical in hip stability
during gait; therefore ensuring minimal to no joint
effusion prior to weight bearing is critical. Accumulating intra-articular volume measurements are not
feasible in the clinical setting. Although circumferential measurements may be performed, they may
only detect fluid within the superficial layers of soft
tissue surrounding the hip and not within the joint
itself. However they are currently the best available
tool to assess for swelling in the clinical setting. The
authors recommend less than one centimeter difference between the involved and the uninvolved hip
measured greater trochanter to lesser trochanter
parallel to the inguinal ligament. (Figure 2)
Maximizing passive ROM and joint space while protecting the integrity of the repaired tissues until
adequate healing has occurred is important. Passive
ROM restrictions to reduce labral and capsular stress
include extension, external rotation, and flexion.29,39
The authors recommend passive ROM 90% WNL for

Figure 2. Circumferential measurement used to determine
swelling status.
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abduction (normal 30-50 degrees), adduction (25-30
degrees), and internal rotation (30-40 degrees) and
within functional limits (WFL) for walking and sitting
for the restricted motions.33 Eighty-four degrees of
flexion is required for sitting in a standard chair and
104 degree average for transitioning sit to stand; therefore, the authors recommend minimal criteria of 110
degrees of passive flexion.40 During gait, 30 degrees
of flexion is required at the end of the swing phase
and 10 degrees of extension at terminal stance.41 Nine
degrees of external rotation is necessary for terminal
stance.42 The authors recommend minimal criteria of
10 degrees of passive extension and 15 degrees of passive external rotation in neutral extension.
A 24% increase in anterior hip joint force is generated with muscle force at the hip extension angle
that occurs during the terminal stance phase of
gait.43 Muscular imbalances and weakness increase
these anterior hip forces.43 Assessment for adequate
muscle strength during maximum isometrics using
dynamometry or manual muscle testing is not recommended. The ability of the key muscle groups to
adequately activate, the timing of the muscle firing
patterns, and the ability to repeat these patterns is
of greater importance than maximal isometric contractions. The prone hip extension test assesses the
ability to fire the gluteus maximus while maintaining lumbo-pelvic-hip control by performing 10 repetitions of gluteus maximus contraction followed
by hamstring activation during prone hip extension
from 0-10 degrees. Activation of the hamstring muscle group prior to the gluteal muscle group contributes to hip dysfunction and increased anterior hip
forces.44 The abductor force contributions needed to
stabilize a level pelvis during single leg weight-bearing is 70% from the gluteal muscles inserting into

the greater trochanter and 30% from muscles influencing tension in the ITB.45 The active hip abduction
test assesses the ability to fire the gluteus medius
while maintaining lumbo-pelvic-hip control during a
sidelying frontal plane leg lift (description and scoring provided in Table 1).46 The authors recommend
the athlete score 0 or 1 on 10 consecutive repetitions
for adequate firing of the gluteus medius. Proper
assessment for pelvic stability and minimal contribution from the tensor fascia latae (TFL) is critical.
Increased anterior hip joint forces occur with the
hip in extension if the iliacus and psoas muscle is
weakened.43 Sufficient iliopsoas muscle activation is
just as critical as the gluteal muscle groups during
gait. A straight leg raise with a weakened iliopsoas
muscle significantly increases anterior hip joint
forces therefore is not recommended.44 Adequate
iliopsoas activation can be safely assessed by requiring the athlete to properly perform 10 repetitions
of the Sahrmann level II abdominal exercise.47 The
primary contribution of hip flexion by the iliopsoas
verses the rectus abdominus and TFL should be
assessed with palpation during this test.
Sub-acute rehabilitation
Stage 2: Starts when the athlete begins crutch weaning through normalized gait, weight-bearing ADLs,
and reciprocal pattern ascending and descending
stairs. Goals: The overall goal is to wean off crutches,
normalize gait, and maintain neuromuscular control
during weight-bearing ADLs. Specific goals include:
(1) restoration of full passive and active ROM, (2)
demonstration of progressively improved strength of
the gluteus maximus, gluteus medius, iliopsoas, and
deep rotators, (3) demonstration of progressively
improved postural and pelvic control with double

Table 1. Scoring Criteria for the active Hip Abduction Test
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leg and single leg balance activities, (4) normalized
gait at athlete’s preferred walking speed demonstrating good trunk, pelvic, and lower extremity neuromuscular control for 10 min.
Stage 2 Criteria to Advance: Proper assessment
of gait and ADLs is achieved utilizing: (1) abduction,
adduction, and internal rotation ROM WNL, passive extension 20 degrees, flexion 120-130 degrees
without an anterior pinching sensation, external
rotation 75% (of 40-60 degrees) and 75% FABER
(flexion-abduction-external rotation), (2) symmetrical bilateral leg squat at 70 degree knee depth, (3)
30 correctly performed reps of prone hip extension
test, (4) uncompensated single leg stance (SLS),
active hip flexion in contralateral SLS, pelvic rotation on SLS (5) normalized gait 10 minutes.
Rationale and Descriptions for Stage 2 Criteria: The bilateral leg squat is a good assessment
for adequate mobility of the ankles, knees and hips
maintaining neutral spine and a precursor for the
tuck jump. The authors recommend the ability to
perform 10 symmetrical bilateral leg squats to 70
degrees of knee flexion without femoral adduction
or internal rotation, pelvic hiking or posterior rotation, and postural control. The athlete should report
no pinching sensation throughout the performance
of this assessment.
Maximum isometric resistance assessment using
dynamometry or manual muscle testing is still not
recommended during this stage due to unnecessary stress on the muscles and joint. The authors
recommend testing the gluteus maximus with the
prone hip extension test from 0-20 degrees extension, maintaining proper firing patterns, and pelvic
control for 30 repetitions.
Challenging postural and pelvic control using variations of single limb stance allows for greater insight
into weaknesses and proprioceptive concerns. The
first SLS maneuver is the Trendelenburg test performed for 60 seconds with eyes open then eyes
closed. The Trendelenberg test may not be useful
for athletes demonstrating gluteus medius strength
>30% body weight; however, marked weakness is
commonly present at this stage and testing is useful.48 Contralateral pelvic drop, pelvic hike (compensated Trendelenburg), or pelvic rotation as seen

with gluteus medius weakness is unacceptable. The
second maneuver assesses the ability of the iliopsoas
to flex the involved hip while in SLS on the uninvolved leg by performing 10 reps of active hip flexion
from 20 degrees hip extension to 90 degrees flexion.
Twenty degrees of extension is utilized to assess the
iliopsoas’ ability to initiate swing during gait through
90 degrees of flexion for stairs and pre-athletic
movements. Critical assessment includes no posterior rotation of the ipsilateral innominate or excessive pelvic rotation on the stance leg. The iliopsoas
muscle should be the primary mover with minimal
activation of the TFL and rectus femoris. The third
maneuver assesses pelvic rotation on a fixed femur
(closed kinetic chain rotation). This action of the acetabulum moving on the femur is common in many
athletic movements of sport. The athlete internally
then externally rotates the pelvis on the fixed stance
leg 10 times through full range without compensation, pain, or kinetic collapse as noted above.
The athlete should demonstrate the ability to ambulate with a normalized gait including a symmetrical stride and good neuromuscular control for 10
minutes with no discomfort. Common gait abnormalities include early heel-rise and shortened contralateral swing or increased anterior pelvic rotation
and lumbar extension. Both are due to gluteal weakness in hip extension and the inability to stabilize
the lumbo-pelvic-hip region from mid-stance to toeoff. Prior to introducing speed during ambulation
and running progressions emphasis is placed on
increasing endurance of the hip musculature with
normal, overground ambulation. Muscle activation
patterns are different and hip extensor and peak
flexion moments are greater when walking on the
treadmill versus overground walking.49 There is also
the potential for differences in the peak ground reaction forces although there were inconsistencies in
the methods of the studies.49-51 Walking over ground
versus using a treadmill is recommended for increasing endurance.
Return to Sport Stages
Stage 3: The remaining 4 stages focus on re-integration into sport. Neuromuscular control in SLS
and gait has been achieved and emphasis is initially
placed on sagittal, frontal, and transverse plane
concentric/eccentric movements. The loads and
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volume of increasing ADLs, ambulation, and functional sport specific exercises beyond rehabilitation
need to be carefully monitored and controlled, and
timing between stages varies greatly. Goals: The
overall goal is for the athlete to tolerate single limb
support, single planar concentric/eccentric loading,
and introduction of sport specific tasks. Specific goals
include: (1) increase endurance with ambulation at
the athlete’s preferred walking speed for 30 min, (2)
increase single leg squat strength to a depth of 70
degrees of knee flexion, (3) normalize ascending and
descending an 8-inch step demonstrating good neuromuscular control, (4) introduction and tolerance
of basic functional sport specific tasks performed at
a 0-1 on the Borg rate of perceived exertion (RPE)
scale.25,52-54
Stage 3 Criteria to Advance: Proper assessment
of single plane concentric/eccentric movements is
achieved utilizing: (1) Hip Outcome Score ADL minimal score of 89%, (2) 10 repetitions of a single leg
squat to a depth of 70 degrees of knee flexion, (3) 10
repetitions of 8” step up and step down, (4) completion of a 60 second side plank test, (5) toleration of
sport specific tasks without pain, loss of symmetry,
and maintaining neuromuscular control at an intensity 0-1 Borg RPE scale.
Rationale and Descriptions for Stage 3 Criteria:
Patient-reported outcome questionnaires for the athletic population must report higher levels of function
without the potential of ceiling effects and be sensitive to change. The Western Ontario and McMaster
Universities Arthritis Index (WOMAC), Hip disability
and Osteoarthritis Outcome Score (HOOS), Lower
Extremity Functional Scale (LEFS) have no evidence
to support their use on patients following hip arthroscopy. The Modified Harris Hip Score (MHHS) and
Non-arthritic Hip Score is unable to detect changes
at higher levels of function and the Copenhagen Hip
and Groin Outcome Score (HAGOS) has been validated for conservative treatment of non-arthritic hip
pain. The International Hip Outcome Tool (iHOT33) is reliable, has construct validity, and responsive
to change;55 however, it is long for clinical use. The
iHOT-12 was considered;56 however, the Hip Outcome Score (HOS) was chosen because it contained
both ADL and Sports subscales so it could be utilized
in the early stages of rehabilitation as well as the

advanced stages.9,57-59 It was also chosen for its ability
to be responsive during higher levels of physical ability.57,58 In the HOS validation study the authors compared reported activity levels by patients with their
HOS ADL and Sport scores.58 The Sports subscale is
not appropriate at stage 3 due to the athlete is not
yet functioning at a high enough level in sport activities. The ADL subscale however would be appropriate at Stage 3 and therefore the authors recommend
a score of >89% which correlated with the patient’s
self reported activity levels as near normal as the criteria to advance.
The single leg squat and a stepping maneuver (forward, retro, or lateral step up or down) are both clinical
tests that are easy to administer and require no elaborate equipment. Test-retest reliability of these two tests
has been shown with three dimensional tracking systems (ETS);60 however, the use of electromyography
(EMG) and ETS by researchers to track human movement is not practical in the clinical setting. These tests
have been shown to be reliable tools in identifying
patients with motor control deficits or muscle weakness.61,62 To the authors’ knowledge there are no other
easy to administer, reliable, valid, objective tests for
the clinical setting used to assess the kinematics and
muscle activation of the lower extremity during single
leg weight-bearing sagittal plane movements. These
two tests are functional and provide the cornerstone
for progression to advanced rehabilitation exercises
and athletic movements.60,63,64 The percent of the maximum voluntary isometric contraction required by the
gluteus maximus and medius during the single limb
squat and forward step up are high when compared
to exercises such as lunges, unilateral bridges, clams,
and planks commonly utilized during rehabilitation.65
The potential risks of injury from the faster decelerating force absorbing requirements of more advanced
tests such as agility or single leg hop assessments are
not acceptable at Stage 3. Critical observation of a single leg squat includes equal weight-bearing on the calcaneus, first and fifth metatarsal heads and no kinetic
collapse described as excessive medial knee valgus
moment, femoral adduction and internal rotation
motion, contralateral pelvic drop, external or internal rotation, trunk forward or lateral lean. Depth of
the squat obtained should be 70 degrees knee flexion
allowing fingertip touch for balance while the athlete
completes 10 repetitions.
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The stepping maneuvers are safe, easy to administer, demonstrate test-retest reliability, rank high for
requiring high activation intensity for the gluteals.65
The patterns of muscle activation of the gluteus maximus, medius, and quadricep muscle groups during
these exercises are consistent between the differing
stepping maneuvers and therefore a good assessment using different movements.66 The authors recommend that the athlete should be able to complete
10 step-ups and 10 step-downs from an 8” step with
fingertip touch for balance without collapse.
Frontal plane stability is assessed utilizing the side
plank. In a literature review of studies evaluating
gluteus medius activation during rehabilitation exercises by Reiman et al. the side plank had the highest maximum voluntary contraction and therefore a
good assessment of the lumbo-pelvic-hip stability in
the frontal plane.65 The authors recommend maintaining side plank position (while maintaining a
neutral spine) for 60 seconds without compensation
in the sagittal or transverse plane.
The demands of the athlete’s sport can be broken
down into simple tasks and performed at carefully
prescribed repetitions, sets, distances, and speeds
to monitor loads. Examples of basic functional sport
specific tasks include tossing a ball; a light swing of
bat; easy skating and gliding on the ice. Intensity is
monitored with the Borg RPE scale. Specific examples for different sports are beyond the scope of this
commentary; however refer to Pierce et al for an
example of incorporating sport specific functional
progressions throughout the latter stages of rehabilitation.25 Being present and/or videotaping the athlete perform these tasks is ideal. Working with the
trainer and coaches to assist in identifying deficits
and understanding the mechanics of these tasks is
important as they will be your eyes and ears in monitoring the athlete. The authors recommend that the
athlete be able to sustain a set program of tasks that
are sport and position specific, appropriate for the
level of the athlete, at an effort of 0-1 on the Borg
RPE scale without fatigue, pain, and loss of symmetry and neuromuscular control.25,52-54
Stage 4: This transitional period occurs as single
plane controlled movements are replaced with multiplanar dynamic movements requiring increased load
accepting capabilities to absorb the forces through the

lower extremity. Goals: Specific goals for this stage
include: (1) restoration of isolated muscular strength,
(2) restoration of single leg squat endurance for 90
seconds at a depth of 70 degrees of knee flexion with
sport-cord resistance placed under stance foot and
hand-held at the ipsilateral hip, (3) restoration and
optimization of balance and proprioception in single
leg stance at variable hip angles and visual inputs,
(4) demonstration of multi-planar movements and
increased eccentric loading without kinetic collapse,
(5) demonstration of functional sport specific tasks
of increase volume and performed at an intensity of
2-4 on the Borg RPE scale without kinetic collapse.
Stage 4 Criteria to Advance: Proper assessment of
multi-planar dynamic movements is achieved utilizing: (1) Vail Hip Sport Test Score of 10/20, (2) 90%
symmetry with dynamometer strength testing of the
hip in all planes including flexion, extension, abduction, adduction, internal and external rotation, (3)
either composite Star Excursion Balance Test (SEBT)
(normalized by the athlete’s leg length) of >94% or
<4 cm. anterior asymmetry on the Y-Balance Test
(LE YBT), (4) toleration of sport specific tasks without pain, loss of symmetry, and maintaining neuromuscular control at an intensity 2-4 on Borg RPE
scale.
Rationale and Descriptions for Stage 4 Criteria: The Vail Hip Sport Test is a sport-cord resisted
series of dynamic multi-planar functional exercises
utilized as a return to sport test (description and
scoring provided in Table 2). The four exercises of
the test include a single leg squat for 3 min (Video
1), lateral bounding for 100 seconds (Video 2), diagonal bounding for 100 seconds (Video 3), and forward
lunge onto height for 2 minutes (Video 4). The original Vail Sport Test is the knee version of the test and
is similar, using two of the four exercises. After modifying the scoring system of the original Vail Sport
Test, Garrison et al. showed excellent inter-intra tester reliability of the test.67 The Vail Hip Sport Test has
not been shown to be reliable as currently scored;
however clinically it has been an excellent and safe
method to observe muscular strength, endurance,
and the ability to produce and absorb multi-planar
forces without kinetic collapse. The authors recommend a score of 10/20 on the Vail Hip Sport Test as
minimal criteria to advance.
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Table 2. Vail Hip Sports Test, with scoring criteria

The hand held dynamometer (HHD) is a device used
during this stage in order to assess isolated muscular
strength. The HHD has been proven reliable when clinically assessing the strength of the hip musculature.68,69
The single-planar isolated muscle strength testing of
the hip in all planes is now indicated and safe. Although
not capable of addressing dynamic or functional ability,
isolated isometric testing precedes functional assessments and the tri-planar functional integration with all
athletic demands. The testing should find the involved
hip to be >90% of the uninvolved hip with isolated isometric testing in all planes including flexion, extension,
abduction, adduction, internal and external rotation.
There currently is no available research for describing
the relationship between dynamometer hip strength
and levels of function.
The authors recommend either the use of the SEBT
or the LE YBT. Three reach directions of the original SEBT including anterior, posteromedial, and posterolateral are recommended based on an analysis
study by Hertel et al to reduce redundancy and time
to perform the test.70 The LE YBT is conducted on
a commercially available device or using tape on
the floor in order to measure the three directions.
Both the SEBT with only three measures and the LE
YBT are executed similarly; however, the supporting
research for this criteria utilized the different test
therefore the authors offer either as an option for
this criteria. Plisky et al found that if the sum of the
reach distance of the anterior, posteromedial and
posterolateral direction of the SEBT (normalized by
the patient’s leg length) was <94% the athlete was
6.5 times more likely to sustain a lower extremity

injury.71 Smith et al found that an anterior asymmetry
>4 cm on the LE YBT was associated with increased
risk of non-contact injury in Division 1 collegiate
athletes.72 Therefore if using the SEBT the authors
recommend the minimal criteria to advance of this
score is >94% and if using the LE YBT the authors
recommend less than 4 cm anterior asymmetry.
The simple tasks of the athlete’s sport initiated during stage three are continued with increased repetitions, sets, distances and speeds. The number of
functional sport specific tasks being performed may
also be increased although the authors recommend
adding them one at a time. The authors recommend
the athlete tolerate this increase in volume of their
sport specific tasks performed at an intensity of 2-4
on the Borg scale without pain and kinetic collapse.
Stage 5: This transitional period occurs as increasing
dynamic multi-planar load accepting capabilities are
reinforced and power and speed are introduced. Goals:
Specific goals for this stage include: (1) restoration of
single leg resisted squat to 70 degree depth for 3 min,
(2) restoration of dynamic resisted tri-planar single
limb movements, (3) restoration of power and introduction of plyometric strengthening tasks, (4) demonstration of advanced functional sport specific tasks of
increased volume and performed at an intensity of 5-7
on the Borg RPE scale without kinetic collapse.
Stage 5 Criteria to advance: Proper assessment of
endurance and power is achieved utilizing: (1) Vail
Hip Sports Test score 20/20, (2) >85% limb symmetry index (LSI) on single limb hop test(s), (3) <6
flaws in 10 seconds with tuck jump assessment, (4)
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toleration of sport specific tasks without pain, loss of
symmetry, and maintaining neuromuscular control
at an intensity 5-7 on Borg RPE scale.
Rationale and Descriptions for Stage 5 Criteria:
A 100% score of 20/20 on the previously described
Vail Hip Sport Test is recommended. An excellent
method to measure lower extremity functional performance is by utilizing the single limb hop tests.73
These tests are used because of their reliability and
ease of execution. Each hop test is performed on a
single limb and includes the (1) single leg hop for
distance, (2) the triple cross over hop for distance, (3)
the triple hop for distance, and (4) a 6-meter timed
hop. The athlete’s test performance is described
as the LSI and is expressed as a percentage of the
involved limb score to the uninvolved limb score. A
score of 85% LSI or less is considered abnormal.74
Therefore a recommendation of >85% LSI on each of
the four hop tests prior to maximizing forces during
demanding agility-based activities and power training
is recommended. It is difficult to assess tri-planar athletic movement for asymmetry and biomechanical
faults. The tuck jump exercise and assessment tool has
been presented as a “clinician friendly” procedure.75
The plyometric nature of this assessment lends itself
to a wide variety of potential biomechanical faults
and compensations as well as apparent weaknesses.
Identifying these faults is an important aspect of this
test, but maybe more important is monitoring and
identifying the mechanical improvements seen during the test as the training has progressed from the

earlier phases. The test is administered by having the
athlete perform repeated tuck jumps for 10 seconds
while the clinician visually grades the outlined criteria. (Table 3) It has been recommended that athletes who demonstrate 6 or more flawed techniques
should continue their functional training, so the criteria for advancement is less than 6 flaws. Additionally,
the athlete should tolerate advanced movements and
volume of their sport specific tasks at an intensity of
5-7 on the Borg scale without kinetic collapse.
Stage 6: The athlete has demonstrated good neuromuscular control with tri-planar, eccentric activities and increasing power and speed. The last
transitional period occurs as the athlete maximizes
multi-planar dynamic movements, power, speed and
agilities. Goals: Specific goals include: (1) restoration
of power and maximization of plyometric strength,
(2) demonstration of all sport specific tasks at game
speeds and volume and an intensity of 8-10 on the
Borg RPE scale without kinetic collapse.
Stage 6 Criteria to advance: Proper assessment
of full speed, power, and agility to meet the sport
specific demands is achieved utilizing: (1) HOS ADL
score of >96% and Sport score of >78%, (2) >92%
LSI on single leg hop tests, (3) <10% side-to-side difference with the modified T agility test score, (4)
careful assessments of sport specific tasks.
Rationale and Descriptions for Stage 6 Criteria:
The authors recommend a normal ADL score of >96
and a near normal sport score of >78 based on the

Table 3. Tuck Jump Assessment
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averages of the HOS validity study. A near normal
sport score is utilized to be reflective of the athlete’s
perception of their current status because they are
not fully integrated into sport participation. The
authors recommend a score of >92% LSI for each of
the four hop tests presented earlier.
Agility testing for return to sport offers useful information to the clinician. While the standard T-test is
used for the assessment of agility, it may not adequately measure side-to-side differences because of
the equal requirements of cutting directions bilaterally.76 Therefore adjustments have been made to the
standard T-test in order to make the test more reliant
on a single limb during testing and able to discern
side-to-side agility differences.77 These modifications
to the standard T test incorporates four 90 degree cuts
isolated to a single direction thereby more accurately
identifying differences between an athlete’s involved
and uninvolved leg.77 The authors recommend <10%
side-to-side difference with the modified T test.The
athlete should tolerate all sport specific tasks at game
speeds and volume at an intensity of 8-10 on the Borg
RPE scale without kinetic collapse.
Re-integration into Sport Participation: If the
preceding minimum criteria have been met and the
minimum scores achieved the athlete can be confidently re-integrated into sport participation. As
in any return to a high level of performance where
there are such varied physical demands between
sports, a detailed needs analysis must be performed
by a sports medicine professional that is intimately
involved in the rehabilitating athlete’s particular
sport. This is where functional progressions can be
implemented with the particular aspects of the sport
replicated taking into account the athlete’s readiness
mentally and the injury is steadily being pushed
from the athlete’s conscious decision making process
while in the field of play.
CONCLUSION
There is clearly a directive in sports medicine to rely
on an evidenced based approach with regard to rehabilitation and the safe return to athletic participation.
The problem lies in the fact there is little evidence to
support exact decisions on how and when an athlete
should be returned to a particular sport. The authors
have outlined several testing scenarios to attempt to

help professionals to determine an athlete’s readiness
to handle the physical rigors of sport. The paradox is
that sport requires much more than just the athlete
being prepared to handle the physical demands of
their particular sport. There are things such as mental preparedness as well as the so-called “timing” or
high-level performance aspects that are required for
an athlete to perform the particular sport at a near
subconscious level, and eliminating the rehabilitated
injury from conscious thought. Functional progressions were created for athletic therapists to begin to
make this bridge from moving a rehabilitated injury
from the conscious to the subconscious.
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